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he past generation of pharmaceutical
R&D is over. Life-sciences companies
are facing a perfect storm of chal-
lenges: eroding margins, decreasing

R&D productivity, pressure to demonstrate
health outcomes and cost effectiveness, and
increased scrutiny over product safety.
The classic R&D development takes far too

long and is predisposed to identify failures late
in the process, which is expensive. The classic
model also has a tendency to bring products to
the market with little or no therapeutic advan-
tage — at the expense of true innovation.
“The time of blockbuster-driven pharma-

ceutical R&D is quickly drawing to a close,”
says Sanjeev Wadhwa, partner and director
life-sciences R&D, at Computer Sciences
Corp. (CSC). “The classic laboratory-centric
R&D model — where scientists would dis-
cover, protect, and develop a molecule that
might have therapeutic promise— has collid-
ed with the hard realities of today’s health eco-
nomics. With internal development pipelines
drying up, companies are turning toward
increased in-licensing and semantic drug dis-
covery as tools to bring innovative products
into their development portfolios.”
The industry is under increasing pressure

from various stakeholders, says Jean-Jacques
Garaud, M.D., global head of pharma

research and early development (pRED) at
Roche.
“We must address a critical flaw in current

R&D models: the attrition-based model,” he
says. “This model does not address the true
nature and biology of disease. Therefore, a
better approach would be to foster interac-
tions between discovery and research, transla-
tional medicine and experimental develop-
ment. In addition, the complexity of biology
and life-sciences is such that no one institu-
tion can expect to have the ‘big’ discovery any
longer. So industry needs to build much
stronger links with the outside world through
public-private partnerships. This will nurture
and accelerate innovation.”
For example, he says Roche has about 150

actively managed partnerships worldwide and
within the pRED organization; has estab-
lished several translational research hubs with
scientific and medical institutions; is expand-
ing the postdoc program; and is increasing its
focus on collaborations with leading academic
research institutions to ignite innovation and
drive value.
“These approaches will allow us to tap into

external innovation, as well as gain valuable
scientific knowledge and expertise,” Dr.
Garaud says.
Another important issue is managing

R&D with a lack of infinite funding, says Val
Romberg, senior VP, research and develop-
ment, at CSL Behring.
“Historically, the pharmaceutical industry

has been willing to spend up to 20% of sales
on R&D, thinking that returns were a given,”
he says. “It is clear now that R&D needs to be
treated like any other investment, and sound
fiscal choices must be made. Shareholder
returns are also much more likely to be driven
by lower-risk projects that are feasible to
develop. This makes the R&D manager’s job
much more difficult; it is about making
choices with small amounts of data.”
Mr. Romberg says companies are the vic-

tims of their own success.
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Experts agree that new ways of working are needed if R&D is to

continue producing innovative products now and in the future.

R&DTRANSFORMATION»

TRANSFORMINGR&D

James DeSanti

PharmaVigilant

“Greater transparencywill be required so
regulatory agencies can ensure all protocols
and guidelines are being adhered to.”

Dr. Jean-Jacques Garaud

Roche

“The industry is under increasing pressure from
various stakeholders and,therefore,wemust
address a critical flaw in current R&Dmodels:
the attrition-basedmodel.”
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ing quality, says Terri Cooper, principal and
national leader, life-sciences R&D practice, at
Deloitte Consulting.
“It is imperative that individual life-sci-

ences companies recognize the activities
where they are able to leverage lower-cost
providers while maintaining other activities
in-house that truly drive competitive advan-
tage,” she says. “Entering into new financial
arrangements to maximize the full potential
of their entire portfolios through effective out-
licensing or risk-sharing deals is also gaining
significantly more momentum.”
In addition, companies are working to

increase the ROI of their research investment
dollars through acquiring new modalities,
more effective portfolio management to kill
products earlier, and establish new partnering
models that increase the risk-sharing burden
as a way to drive more innovation within early
research.
“These initiatives are all linked to our view

that companies need to embrace a new R&D
operating model that is designed on the forma-
tion of a number of strategic partnerships,
which will serve as the critical means of adding
capacity and managing the risk necessary to
maintain pipeline flow,” Ms. Cooper says.

“In the last 20 years, pharmaceutical and
biotherapeutic companies, such as CSL
Behring, have developed many new therapies
that improve patients’ quality of life and in
many cases save lives,” he says. “New thera-
pies in development can’t simply treat the
condition. They have to be a better therapy
than what is already available. The bar for new
therapies is getting higher and higher.”

THE CHANGING R&DMODEL
Over the next five years, because of a num-

ber of irreversible change drivers, the pharma-
ceutical industry’s current R&D model will
continue to undergo a dramatic transformation,
according to experts at Accenture. Pharmaceu-
tical companies have been under pressure for
R&D cost reduction over the past decade.
These pressures will continue to increase and
intensify as products come off patent in the
next several years and the value proposition for
future differentiated products becomes more
difficult for companies to define.
Pharmaceuticals companies are working to

establish the most effective operating model
to drive cost and efficiencies throughout the
entire development process without impact-

Todd Reul

ClearTrial

“To dealwith operational
inefficiencies,companies are

looking to improve both
processes and technology.”

Dr.Paul Chew

Sanofi-Aventis US

“Our goalwith translational science is to
makediscoveries in the lab,determine
clinical applicability,andbring them to
the patient as quickly as possible.”
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ATTRIBUTESOFATRANSFORMED

R&DMODEL

1. Networked: The increasing complexity of cost

and value demands being placed on the R&D orga-

nization requires the traditional, company-con-

strained R&D model to give way to a networked

approach, in which different players are integrated

into virtual teams.Members of these teams require

the ability to work not just across the organization,

but in acquisitions, alliances, and partnerships that

stretch across the industry and beyond.

2.Global:The diverse array ofworldwide differenti-

ation/value and pricing requirements placed on

products demands a truly global R&D model, in

which team members are able to bring together

requirements froma variety of sources and geogra-

phies into uniquely defined R&D strategies.

3. Capable of providing bundled healthcare

capabilities and services. Growing requirements

for all healthcare consumers, e.g., patients, physi-

cians, patient advocacy groups, and payers, require

that the model focus on bundled healthcare capa-

bilities and services.The R&Dorganizationwill need

to expand its thinking away from a traditional

“product plus information” model into a broader

healthcare capability in which the emphasis is

placed on overall patient outcomes in the context

of the total clinical picture.

4.Transparent. The new model will be a transpar-

ent one, in which the R&D organization will require

the ability to synthesize and react to the growing

wealthof information that is becomingavailable on

its own assets, services, and capabilities and those

of companies throughout the industry, ultimately

permittingmore informed decisions to bemade.

Source:Accenture.For more information,visit accenture.com.

Michael Naimoli

Microsoft

“Research and development organizations are
in need of innovative business practices that
allow them to streamline their portfolio
management processes.”



Glen de Vries, president of Medidata Solu-
tions, says as discovery, development, and the
target markets of new treatments reduce in
size and becomemore specialized, life-sciences
companies will need to reorganize their teams
into smaller, more specific groups, as well as
adopt dynamic business processes and the
infrastructures to support them.
“65million years ago climate change elim-

inated an abundance of plant life and ended
the reign of the large animals that fed on it,
giving way to a world favoring smaller, more
nimble species,” he says. “Like the dinosaurs,
the days of large pharma R&D budgets, and
the often bureaucratic organizations that sup-
port them, are similarly numbered.”
According to experts at Deloitte, biophar-

ma’s traditional operating model has not only
performed poorly, it has added to the indus-
try’s current problems as high fixed costs drag
on earnings and revenue lost to patent expira-
tion. Adapting to the current challenges
requires a new type of R&D organization, one
that has a different set of operational and cul-
tural values. Traditional operating models
have resulted in R&D organizations that are
saddled with inflexible capacity and are unable
to react to changing demand as corporate and

R&D strategies shift from blockbusters to
more targeted and specialized products.
Roche has reorganized its R&D structure

into preclinical research and early develop-
ment (pRED and gRED) and late-stage
development, Dr. Garaud says.
“Within pRED, which I have the privilege

to lead, the goal was to deepen our under-
standing of disease biology and the molecular
basis of disease heterogeneity; deliver on indi-
vidual patient needs by using biomarkers and
personalized healthcare strategies; and fully
leverage new technologies and capabilities to
progress compounds into the portfolio,” Dr.
Garaud says. “We have made great progress
since implementing the new organization and
now use a diversity of approaches and thera-
peutic modalities. We are also continuing to
expand our access to external innovation via
translational research hubs in Singapore and
Basel, Switzerland, as well as with key part-
nerships with universities and hospitals.”
In June 2009, Sanofi-Aventis announced

plans to transform its research and develop-
ment organization, says Paul Chew, M.D.,
senior VP, U.S. chief medical officer/chief sci-
entific officer, at Sanofi-Aventis US.
“The new R&D model is centered on the

following priorities: a closer cooperation
between Sanofi-Aventis researchers and exter-
nal partners, for example, large public
research institutes; a more flexible organiza-
tion that fosters the emergence of innovation;
and the creation of entrepreneurial, patient-
centric research units focused on high priori-
ty areas, for example, oncology, diabetes, and
aging, linked to public health needs,” he says.

Dr. Chew says Sanofi-Aventis aims to
speed innovation by translating bench science
to bedside clinical practice.
“We have realigned our structure to recog-

nize new mechanisms and bring them to
patients in the most benefit-efficient and cost-
efficient manner,” he says. “Our goal with
translational science is making discoveries in
the lab, determining clinical applicability, and
bringing them to the patient as quickly as
possible. This includes increasing the identifi-
cation of biomarkers that could serve as clini-
cal endpoints.”
At Daiichi Sankyo, the research and devel-

opment organization is structured to use talent
across the globe to develop medications to
meet unmet needs, says Glenn Gormley,
M.D., Ph.D., chief science officer, co-head,
research & development, Daiichi Sankyo, and
global head of development, president, at Dai-
ichi Sankyo Pharma Development (DSPD).
“We collaborate with academic institu-

tions and other enterprises so we can bring
first-in-class medicines to market,” Dr. Gorm-
ley says. “Our model of the global executive
meeting of research and development (GEM-
RAD) brings together senior management
from both R&D and commercial operations to
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Val Romberg

CSL Behring

“New therapies in development have to be
better thanwhat is already available.The
bar for new therapies is getting higher
and higher.”

Devin Gross

Emmi Solutions

“Emerging techniques enable
organizations to deliver

information-richmessages to keep
trial participants informed and

engaged.”

Glen deVries

Medidata Solutions

“Like the dinosaurs, the days of large pharmaR&D
budgets,and the often-bureaucratic organizations that

support them,are similarly numbered.”
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identify the attributes of the product that are
needed by the healthcare community.”
Dr. Gormley says the company’s organiza-

tional structure allows for nimble decision
making.
“By integrating research, marketing, and

regional management into a centralized R&D
decision-making body, we can quickly incorpo-
rate critical information and perspectives from
across our company and foster strategic and
timely decision-making to bring the best
medicines to market as quickly as possible,” he
says. “We continuously seek strategic partner-
ships and collaborations with CROs to benefit
all parties with key insights and new learnings.”
Deloitte executives say while organizations

may be aware of the current challenges facing
them, few have successfully identified and
responded to the internal and external root
causes that have spawned those challenges.
While the full impact of changes associat-

ed with R&D transformation will take years
to fully emerge, Deloitte experts say there are
several benefits, including:
• Improved organizational alignment and

decision-making: Emphasis on improved vis-
ibility into demand and translation of expec-
tations into actionable targets provides a con-
sistent understanding across the organization.
• Creating a sustainable pipeline flow: An

increased focus on a sustainable and scalable
pipeline improves quality and choice of prod-
ucts delivered through the pipeline.
• Access to external science: Improved

access to partners and external science pro-
vides a platform for sustaining innovation,
access to expertise, and risk sharing.

• Improved asset utilization: Simplified
network structure reduces complexity and
improves effective utilization of assets. Empha-
sis on a flexible cost structure allows for vari-
ability and effective reallocation of resources.

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Industry experts say technology solutions

can help address some of the R&D challenges
facing companies today.
“The R&D process is getting more expen-

sive even while trials are taking longer and
regulatory guidelines are tightening,” says
James DeSanti, CEO of PharmaVigilant.
“Organizations want to get to their go/no-go
decision phases quicker, but right now the
opposite is true. A strategic technology
investment is one of the quickest and most
effective methods for addressing these issues.
In the next five years, trials will become even
more dispersed and globalized as emerging
regions grow in popularity. As such, greater
transparency will be required so regulatory
agencies can ensure all protocols and guide-
lines are being adhered to. With paper-based
trials, transparency and access is near impossi-
ble. A true transition to automated processes
is necessary for sponsors to stay ahead of regu-
latory shifts.”
There are massive operational inefficiencies

in clinical development, and companies are
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Dr.Glenn Gormley

Daiichi Sankyo

“There are data that point to declining R&D
productivity,and part of this is due to the

complexity of the science.”

TIPS FORADOPTINGANEWR&DMODEL

As large pharmaceutical companies proceed to

adopt newmodels, theymust:
� Address and align the divergent motivations

of R&D and sales andmarketing.Given the
realities of themarketplace, this means that it
will be the development arm that must
change.Regardless of whether projects derive
from start ups or from in-house benches, large
pharmaceutical companies must take the lead
in insisting that projects meet payer criteria.
Thus,health economics and outcomes
research (HEOR) approaches need to be inte-
grated into the R&D effort from the outset.

� Manage expectations.Addressing areas of real
unmet need is expensive and risky.Thus,
shareholders will need to be conditioned to
the fact that R&D projects may have to take
longer, cost more (in some cases to address
smaller patient segments), and carry incre-
mental risk.

� Lay to rest, finally and definitively, the“not-
invented-here”syndrome. If this is to happen,
large pharmaceutical companies must foster
greater flexibility and openness within their
research units than have existed in the past.

� Foster an entrepreneurial spirit among
researchers.Typically, those who’ve wanted to
work as entrepreneurs have gravitated to
biotechnology firms,and those who felt more
comfortable with the structure of a large,
established organization stayed in large phar-
maceutical companies.Entrepreneurial quali-
ties will be equally valued in both types of
firms.

� Be open to newways of working.This includes
forming partnerships— sometimes with
competitors— at earlier phases of develop-
ment.Such an early collaboration is unprece-
dented betweenmajor players.

Source: IMS Health.Formore information,visit imshealth.com.

SanjeevWadhwa

CSC

“With internal pipelines drying up,companies
are turning toward increased in-licensing and
semantic drug discovery to bring innovative
products into their portfolios.”



looking to improve both processes and tech-
nology, says Todd Reul, director of clinical
services at ClearTrial.
“They are devising and setting clear orga-

nizational goals, centralizing their study plan-
ning functions, and incorporating new soft-
ware and systems that enable integrated
planning, forecasting, and project tracking
across departments from both operational and
financial perspectives,” he says.
Michael Naimoli, worldwide managing

director at Microsoft Health and Life Sciences,
says pharmaceutical companies are notorious
for having disconnected silos of data trapped
by various technologies that don’t talk to one
another or in offices throughout the globe.
“Scientific data must be readable, search-

able, and usable across the entire organization
to enable better scientific collaboration, more
efficient scientific processes, and ultimately,
drive faster discovery,” he says.
Mr. Naimoli says scientists and researchers

are in need of innovative and easy-to-use tech-
nologies that will help them do their jobs bet-
ter and faster; they can no longer afford to
work with data stored in disparate systems
that don’t talk to one another, for instance.

“Globally distributed pharmaceutical
companies or contract research organizations
can use cloud-based services to build reposito-
ries of research tools and data for use by all
dispersed branches of the organization, ensur-
ing real-time collaboration and streamlined
communication to help life-sciences organiza-
tions bring new drugs and therapies to mar-
ket more quickly,” he says.
Many R&D organizations have invested in

technologies such as EDC, IVR, ePRO,
CTMS, data warehouses, and others but are
not taking full advantage of these capabilities
and are still doing things the old way, says
Sheila Rocchio, VP of marketing at PHT.
“Monitoring is a great example,” she says.

“Companies are still using paper sourcing
and spending time doing the low-value task
of 100% source verification. This needs to
change. R&D organizations need to do a bet-
ter job of analyzing the disparate data col-
lected across the clinical development process
to optimize resources and increase patient
safety.”
Ms. Rocchio says companies are investing

more in e-clinical systems and analytics,
automating more tasks, adhering to industry-

wide data standards, and developing strategic
outsourcing models to focus on core compe-
tency functions such as specific therapeutic
area development and late-phase develop-
ment, along with marketing and sales.
Devin Gross, CEO of Emmi Solutions,

says one growing trend is the use of interactive
Web-based technology to improve the clinical
trial process for all stakeholders: the pharma
company, the investigator site, and especially
the patient.
“Clinical trials have always faced patient

communication challenges with regard to
patient retention and informed consent,” he
says. “Now emerging techniques enable orga-
nizations to deliver information-rich messages
to keep trial participants informed and
engaged. In the near future, these methods
will become more accepted and more
widespread.”�

PharmaVOICEwelcomes comments about this

article.E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.
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PAUL CHEW,M.D.Senior VP,U.S.Chief

Medical Officer/Chief Scientific Officer,

Sanofi-Aventis US,a pharmaceutical

company that discovers,develops, and

distributes therapeutic solutions to

improve the lives of everyone.For more

information,visit sanofi-aventis.us.

TERRI COOPER. Principal and National

Leader, Life Sciences R&D Practice,Deloitte

Consulting LLP,which offers professional

services across all segments of the health

plan,health provider, and life-sciences

industries.For more information,visit

deloitte.com.

JAMES J.DESANTI.CEO,PharmaVigilant, a

SaaS company,provides broad

technologies to streamline the clinical trial

process for biopharmaceutical companies.

For more information,visit

pharmavigilant.com.

GLENDEVRIES.President,Medidata

Solutions, a global provider of SaaS-based

clinical development solutions that

enhance the efficiency of clinical trials. For

more information,visit mdsol.com.

JEAN-JACQUESGARAUD,M.D.Global Head

of Pharma Research and Early Development

(pRED),Roche,which addresses unmet

medical needs through early detection and

prevention of diseases to diagnosis, treatment,

and treatment monitoring.For more

information,visit roche.com.

GLENNGORMLEY,M.D.,PH.D.Chief Science

Officer,Co-head,Research & Development,

Daiichi Sankyo,and Global Head of Develop-

ment,President,Daiichi Sankyo Pharma

Development (DSPD),Daiichi Sankyo Inc. is

dedicated to the creation and supply of inno-

vative pharmaceutical products to address the

diversified,unmetmedical needs of patients in

bothmature and emergingmarkets.For more

information,visit dsi.com.

DEVINGROSS.CEO,Emmi Solutions LLC,

which provides an interactive media platform

that enables healthcare organizations to track

patient participation,enhance the patient

experience,andmeet regulatory guidelines.

For more information,visit

emmisolutions.com.

MICHAELNAIMOLI.WorldwideManaging

Director,Health and Life Sciences,Microsoft Corp.,

which is committed to improving health around the

world through software innovation.For more

information,visit microsoft.com.

TODDREUL.Director,Clinical Services,ClearTrial,

which provides clinical trial operations (CTO)

software that makes the planning, forecasting,and

tracking of clinical project and financial performance

faster andmore accurate.For more information,visit

cleartrial.com.

SHEILA ROCCHIO.VP of Marketing,PHT Corp., a

provider of electronic patient reported outcome

(ePRO) solutions used in clinical trials around.For

more information,visit phtcorp.com.

VAL ROMBERG.Senior VP,Research & Development,

CSL Behring,which researches,develops,

manufactures, andmarkets biotherapies that are

used to treat serious and rare conditions.For more

information,visit cslbehring.com.

SANJEEVWADHWA.Partner and Director Life-

Sciences R&D,Computer Sciences Corp. (CSC) Life

Sciences Practice,which provides solutions that

improve the way physicians deliver services, experts

conduct medical research,and institutions provide

coverage.For more information,visit csc.com.
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GILBASHE is ExecutiveVP,

Makovsky +Company,an

independent global public

relations, investor relations,

andbranding consultancy,

focused in financial services,

professional services,healthcare,technology,

branding,and investor relations.Formore

information,visitmakovsky.com.

1.The risk-benefit ratio.There is reduced industry

tolerance for risk,as failures impact stock

valuation.This threat creates corporate paralysis.

2.Comparative effectivenesswill impact R&D

dramatically.R&Dprioritywill be driven by new

therapies that are differentiable enough to

warrant payer coverage.

3.Ourbasic science knowledgebasehasbecome

diminished.Weneedmorepartnershipsbetween

theprivate andpublic sectors and fund research

to increase the knowledgebase fromwhich

discoveries canbemade.

JAYBOLLING is CEO and

President,RoskaHealthcare,a

full-service direct advertising

agencywith proven expertise

in engagingprospects

through communications

that integrate data and insight-drivenmarketing

and advertising solutions.Formore information,

visit roskahealthcare.com.

1.While patient recruitmentwill continue to be

a critical focus,the concept of patient

compliance and retentionwill take ongreater

importance because of the fact that poor

patient compliance and retention can lead to:

inaccurate evaluation of efficacy; increased

variances in study statistics; increased study

costs;selection of inappropriate dosage;

misrepresentation of the drug’s safety profile;

andpoor patient outcomes.

SUSANBORNSTEIN is

ExecutiveVP,eClinical

Solutions,a division of

EliassenGroup,which takes a

strategic approach to

managing clinical trial data by

combining datamanagementwith statistical

programming,reporting and customized

training solutions integratedwith a clinical data

repository to deliver a complete end-to-end

datamanagement solution.Formore

information,visit eclinicalsol.com.

1.The high cost of executing clinical research.

2.The ability to find treatment-naïve patients.

3.Uncovering new compoundswith low safety

profiles to treat unmetmedical needs.

SUSANCIOTTI,PH.D.,

Director of Formulation R&D,

NanoBio Corp.,a privately

held biopharmaceutical

company focused on

developing and

commercializing novel products for the

prevention and treatment of infectious diseases,

based on its patentedNanoStat technology

platform.Formore information,visit

nanobio.com.

1.The traditional vaccine development and

manufacturing process is very time and labor

intensive,which can lead to a gap in healthcare

when apandemic strikes.The development of

safer,more effective,shelf-stable,and easy-to-

administer vaccines is a highpriority,particularly

in the developingworldwhere populations are

at greater risk of contracting transmissible

diseases.

2.Nanoemulsion-based vaccine adjuvants are

an area of research that has great potential to

address these needs and lead to breakthrough

therapeutic andprophylactic treatments that

providemore robust and relevant immune

responses.

MARKCORRIGAN is CEO,

Zalicus Inc.,which discovers

anddevelops treatments for

pain and inflammatory

diseases.Formore

information,visit zalicus.com.

1.Continuingpoor productivity fromdiscovery.

2. Increasing expense of clinical trials.

3.The lack of clear regulatory guidance.

DOUGFAMBROUGH is CEO,

Dicerna Pharmaceuticals,a

private,venture-backed,

secondgeneration RNA

interference (RNAi) company

developing novel therapeutic

agents inmultiple therapeutic areas.Formore

information,visit dicerna.com.

1.There is an urgent need for novel drugs to fill

weak pharmapipelines and sustain revenue.

2.Theneed for efficiency andproductivity is

drivinganexternalizationof R&D from large

organizations to smaller,morenimbleones.

3.Decreasing productivity of R&D—fewer

drugs aremaking it throughdevelopment.And

those that do face increased regulatory hurdles

andhighermarket barriers.

DAVIDFISHMAN is President,

Snowfish LLC,which

integrates clinical,marketing,

andquantitative information

to answer a client’s specific

business objectives.Formore

information,visit snowfish.net.

1.There is a lack of financial resources.

2.There is a need for immediate return by

investors.

3. Investors are requiring that companies

demonstrateproof of concept toprovide

funding,butmany small companies need

funding toget to theproof-of-concept stage.

LEONHENDERSON,M.D., isMedical

Consultant,Wolters Kluwer inThought,which

brings together the vast data assets and

resources available atWolters Kluwer Pharma

Solutions to provide a portfolio of analytical and

forecasting products and services to both the

financial andpharmaceuticalmarkets.Formore

information,visit in-thought.com.

1.Comparative effectiveness studies and

debates:Formarketed drugs,pressures rise as

physician andhospital performance initiatives,as

well as third-party payers,demandoptimal

results.Cost-effectivenesswill address this

resource-strapped,unsustainable system.

TopTrends ImpactingR&D

INDUSTY EXPERTS PROVIDETHEIR INSIGHTSONTHETOPTRENDS

THATWILL SHAPE RESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENT INTHE COMINGYEARS.
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2.Molecular innovation:For developmental

drugs,optimism is high for a newwaveof

innovation.Novel approaches includeprotease

inhibition inhepatitis C,thrombin and factor Xa

inhibition inoral anticoagulation,RANKLblocking

inosteoporosis,urate oxidase stimulation ingout.

Abit further in the future therewill bedrugs that

target relaxin in heart failure andPAR1/thrombin

receptor in acute coronary syndromes.

KEVINHRUSOVSKY is

President andCEO,Caliper Life

Sciences,a provider of

cutting-edge technologies

enabling researchers in the life

sciences to create life-saving

and enhancingmedicines anddiagnostic tests

more quickly and efficiently.Formore

information,visit caliperls.com.

1.With significant growth in biologics,the FDA is

calling for drug applications that include quality

by design (QbD) data.Gathering the rawdata

needed for this endeavor can beprohibitively

time, labor,and cost intensive.Themost efficient

way to collect these data is to incorporate design

of experiment approaches into research

methods.By employing technologies that

provide robust,high-throughput,predictive

results for critical quality attributes such as titer,

purity,aggregation,fragmentation,and size,

researchers can speed adoption ofQbD

processes andproduce high-quality data in days

versusweeks ormonths.

THOMASHUGHES,PH.D., is

President andCEO,Zafgen,a

biopharmaceutical company

dedicated to developing

innovative obesity

therapeutics that directly

target and shrink fat tissue by helping the body

to reestablish a proper balance of fat

metabolism.Formore information,visit

zafgen.com.

1.There is poor productivity andmid-innovation

cycle blockadebecause of a drive for perfection

over innovation.

2.The lack of novel targets are a result of too

many rational gates being applied to

projects.

3.Large companies lack or discourage

innovators by imposing toomany rules, leaving

decisions to committees,anddiscouraging risk

and adventure.

HARRISKAPLAN is CEO,Healogix,which

providesmarketing research and consulting for

the pharma andbiotech industries.Formore

information,visit healogix.com.

1.First-in-class,best-in-classmedicine is dated.It’s

all about durable differentiation.With payers

controlling access,being first onlymatters if no

other companies are entering near term,and

best onlymatters if that differentiation really

makes a difference.

2.More head-to-head trialswill be needed to

support adoption andpremiumpricing.Trials vs.

placebo—where there is a clearmarket leader

— is no longer sufficient to guarantee access.

3.Pharmawill have to quickly cull its losers in

order to overfund itswinners.Early commercial

development’s inputwill increase in importance

as companies prepare tomake these difficult

but necessary decisions.

4.Thebattle for futuremarket share is oftenwon

before a drug enters Phase III.Therefore,more

extensive commercial input is neededbefore a

drug enters this phase.

5.PROs to prose is the newopportunity.Patient

reported outcomes studies need to be

translated into amessage thatmakes patients

willing to pay their share of the cost.WTP is the

final hill newproducts need to climb.PROs are

the engine for doing it.

KENKRAMER,PH.D., is

SeniorVP,Medical Director,

Alpha&OmegaWorldwide,

part ofTheCoreNation,a

medical communications

agency.Formore information,

visit aandomeded.com.

1.Mergers and acquisitions:Today,the bigger

companies are looking to acquire,not develop

from scratch,their pipelines.The trend is to grab

a promising product in Phase I or II andbring it

tomarket— if all goeswell.While this is a sound

strategy,fromabusiness point of view,the

question is howdo repeated changes in

ownership affect the originalmedical and

financial expectations for the compound?

2.Canbigpharmaadapt to abiotechworld?

Whenpharmagiantsmake abig splash and

enter the rare diseasemarket, itmakes one ask,

do they knowwhat they are getting into?The

businessmodel for a disease statewith an

incidenceof 1:50,000 is very different fromone

thatworkswhen thenumber of prescriptions

canbemeasured in the tens ofmillions.

R.J.LEWIS,President andCEO,

e-Healthcare Solutions is a

vertical Internet advertising

network dedicated to the

healthcare industry.Formore

information,visit

e-healthcaresolutions.com.

1.Open sourcehas greatly impacted the software

industry.While pharmahashistorically been very

secretive andproprietary about its research,

increasingly stymied researchwill be shared for

thegreater goodbecause it’s the right thing to

do,and innovation feeds off innovation.

2.The shift toward“intrapreneurial,”smaller

focused R&Dgroups in order to be competitive

with smaller biotech and start-up firms in both

culture and compensationwill likely continue as

well.

SYEDMOINUDDIN is

AccountDirector,MedThink

Communications,a healthcare

agency that provides full-

service offeringswith a focus

on scientific andpromotional

communications.Formore information,visit

medthink.com.

1.Small start-up biotechnology companies are

becomingmorewidespread.

2.Big pharma continues to downsize investment

in R&D.

3. Increased specialization of R&D continues at

pharma companies.

JAYNORMAN is President,

ConsultingGroup,Quintiles,

which provides data-driven

recommendations and advice

to help companies achieve

success in pharmaceutical,

biotech,andmedical-device development.For

more information,visit quintiles.com/consulting.

1.The demand for evidence that a newproduct

is superior to the existing standard of care.

2.The increaseddemand for specialty care

products.

3.The demand for real-world outcomes data on

a regional/local basis.

ANDRINOSWALD is Head of NovartisVaccines

andDiagnostics,a division of Novartis, focused

on the development of preventive treatments.

Formore information,visit novartisvaccines.com.
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1.Two long-term trends are thegenomic

revolution and the emergenceof Asia.More than

10 years ago,our research colleagues started to

workwithCraigVenter to decipher thegenome

ofMeningococcusTypeBbacteria.In thepast, it

was not possible to develop a vaccine against

this deadly disease due the complexity and

variety of thebacteria.Today,we are close to filing

the first.Embracinggenomic andproteomic

technologies to deepenour understandingof

infectious agents andhow they interactwith our

immune system is our long-term strategy.

2.As priorities on theworldmap are changing,

so is our footprint.We are building up research

capabilities in China andBrazil, for example,to

tap into an increasingly important pool of

scientists and innovators,aswell as to be able to

understanddisease relevant to these

geographies anddevelop vaccines tailored to

the respective public health needs.

MICHAELPARISI is

Managing Partner,Ogilvy

CommonHealthWorldwide,

which provides 360-degree

marketing services.Formore

information,visit

ogilvycommonhealth.com.

1. Innovation.

2.Thedevelopment of biomarkers.

3.Collaboration between the public andprivate

sector.

AHNALPUROHIT is CEO and

President,Purohit Navigation,

a full-service, independent,

integrated healthcare brand

solutions company

positioned to creatively

navigate the full potential of small-to-midsized

specialty brands.Formore information,visit

purohitnavigation.com.

1.The impact that the economyhas hadon the

industry affects everyone,of course.Reduced

budgets and revenue have a direct influence on

the investment into research anddevelopment.

2.More specialized branddevelopment is also

impacting R&D.The industry’s pursuit and

expansion into the areas of prevention,gene

sequencing,andgeneticsmay involve heavy

investment of personnel,equipment,and

technology.

3.Another factor impacting R&D is licensing.Big

pharma is doing less research these days,often

relying onmergers and acquisitions of up-and-

coming smaller companies that already have

establishedproof of concept in Phase I or II

development.

GRAHAMREYNOLDS isVP,

Marketing and Innovation

Pharmaceutical Delivery

Systems,West Pharmaceutical

Services Inc.,a global

manufacturer of components

and systems for injectable drugdelivery,

including stoppers and seals for vials,and

closures anddisposable components used in

syringe, IV,andblood collection systems.For

more information,visit westpharma.com.

1. Increasing regulatory challenges andhurdles

will definitely impact research anddevelopment.

Risk assessment,control,communication,and

review,aswell as critical quality attributes and

product lifecyclemanagement,will evolve and

manufacturerswill shift to upstreamcontrols

that build quality into the product’s packaging

systemearlier andwith better controls thatwill

ultimately reduce risk and increase patient safety.

2.Manufacturers are facinghigher costs and

longer timelines tobringnewdrugs tomarket.

Effectivepackaging anddelivery canhelpdrug

manufacturersmeet regulatory requirements

and industry standards for safety andquality.It

can alsohelpmanufacturers differentiate their

drugsby equipping themwithpackaging

components thatmaintain the effectiveness of

thedrug andprevent contamination.

CHARLESSALDARINI is

CEO,Sentrx,a provider of

drug safety services to the

life-sciences industry.For

more information,visit

sentrx.com.

1.Therewill bemore adaptive trial design.

2.Safety assessmentwill be used as an early

indicator of commercial value.

AMARSETHI,M.D.,PH.D., is

VP,Science andTechnology,

Pacific Biomarkers (PBI),which

provides biomarker

laboratory services and

contract research services to

support pharmaceutical anddiagnostic

manufacturers conducting human clinical trial

research.Formore information,visit pacbio.com.

1.The current global economic environmentwill

not allow the pharmaceutical industry to keep

ramping up its internal R&Defforts.Therefore,a

greater amount of R&Doutsourcingwill occur in

the future.

2.As the result of the outsourcing trend,wewill

see a shift of R&D inpharmaceutical industry

toward awider rangeofmore targeted

therapeutic products.Theblockbuster erawill end.

3.Very specialized requirements frompharmawill

developbecause of amore targeted therapeutic

focus and specialized therapeutic niches.Small

companieswith focused therapeutic interest and

small R&Dbudgetswill be looked to for

outsourcing of drugdiscovery,and for preclinical

and clinical drug/biologic product development.

JONOTHANTIERCE is General

Manager,Health Economics &

Outcomes Research, IMS

Health,which offersmarket

intelligence products and

services.Formore information,

visit imshealth.com.

1.Therewill bemorepostmarketing scrutiny—

for safety and comparative effectiveness,followed

most certainly by cost-effectiveness—ofproducts

under actual conditions of use completely or

substantially out of the control of the companies.

2. Increased requirements by regulatorswill

continue for demonstrations of safety in the

clinical trials process, leading to dramatically

increased study sizes and the proliferation of

relevant endpoints.

3.The trend toward personalizedmedicine,which

in practicewill impact study design,will again

lead to larger studies to be able to generate valid

sample sizes in study sub-populations and a

wider range of endpointswill continue.

JOHNWATSON is CorporateVP andPresident of

Strategic Partnering and IntegratedDrug

Development,Covance,a comprehensive drug

development services company.Formore

information,visit covance.com.

1.This is a timewhen the pharmaceutical industry

needs to challenge traditional thinking to

improve R&Dproductivity, including: lower,more

flexible cost structures; tighter focus on core

competencies;plus aligning existing resources

andoptimizing R&Dutilization of facilities.

2.Companies also are looking to establish R&D

partnerships to leverage proprietary tools and

processes focused on reducing cycle times.

RESEARCH & Development


